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The problem of nonnegative quadratic estimation of a parametric function
#(;, _)=;$F;+ri=1 fi_
2
i in a general mixed linear model M[ y, X;, V(_)=
ri=1 _
2
i Vi] is discussed. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for y$A0y to
be a minimum biased estimator for #. It is shown how to formulate the problem
of finding a nonnegative minimium biased estimator of # as a conic optimization
problem, which can be efficiently solved using convex optimization techniques.
Models with two variance components are considered in detail. Some applications
to one-way classification mixed models are given. For these models minimum
biased estimators with minimum norms for square of expectation ;2 and for _21 are
presented in explicit forms.  2001 Elsevier Science
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a general mixed model M[ y, X;, V(_)= ri=1 _
2
i Vi], where y
is an n-dimensional normally distributed random vector with
E( y)=X;, Cov( y)=V(_)= :
r
i=1
_2i Vi ,
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X is a known n_p matrix (rank(X)= p), ; is an unknown vector of fixed
parameters, Vi ’s are known nonnegative definite matrices, i=1, ..., r, while
_=(_21 , ..., _
2
r )$ is a vector of unknown variance components. Additionally
we assume that _2r >0 and Vr=In , where In stands for the n_n identity
matrix.
For a given nonnegative definite p_p matrix F and a given vector
f =( f1 , ..., fr)$ with nonnegative components f i , we are interested in
estimation of the parametric function
#(;, _)=;$F;+ :
r
i=1
f i_2i . (1)
Since the function # is nonnegative, we restrict the class of considered
estimators to quadratic forms y$Ay with a matrix A belonging to an
appropriate convex cone of nonnegative definite n_n matrices. Two classes
of problems leading to nonnegative biased estimation of # are given in
Section 1.1.
1.1. Total Mean Squared Error of Biased Linear Estimators
Suppose we are interested in estimation of a parametric function K;,
where K is a k_p matrix, k1. We want to estimate K; by a linear
estimator Gy, where G is a k_n matrix.
In the case when Var( y)=_2In (GaussMarkov model) it is well known
that the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of K; is equal to K; , where
; =(X$X)&1 X$y is the ordinary least squares estimator of ;. However, in
many practical situations BLUE of K; may have some drawbacks (see,
e.g., [26, Chap. 12]). In such a case we are led to dropping the condition
of unbiasedness. Biased estimators of K; are considered, e.g., in [10, 28].
The standard way of comparing them is via estimating of their mean
squared error defined as
TMSE(Gy, K;)=E[(Gy&K;)$ (Gy&K;)]. (2)
It can be verified that
TMSE(Gy, K;)=;$F;+ :
r
i=1
fi_2i ,
where F=(GX&K)$ (GX&K), while f i=tr GViG$.
Using estimators of (2) for comparing biased estimators of the parameter
vector ; is discussed in [6; 28, p. 120], while the applications of estimating
(2) to the problem of variable selection are discussed in [8; 11; 16; 26,
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Chap. 11]. In this problem we leave out p2 among p regressors contained
in the submatrix X2 of X=(X1 | X2) and consider the submodel
y=X1;1+e, (3)
where ;=(;$1 , ;$2 )$ with ;1 # R p1, p= p1+ p2 . The least squares estimator
of ;1 in (3) is
; 1=(X$1 X1)&1 X$1 y.
If the model M[ y, X;, V(_)=ri=1 _
2
i Vi] is assumed to be correct ; 1 is
a biased estimator of ;1 and X1 ;1 is a biased estimator of X;. The problem
is to choose the regressors in X1 such that
TMSE(X1 ; 1 , X;)=;$X$F0X;+ :
r
i=1
fi _2i
with F0=I&X1 (X$1 X1)&1 X$1 and fi=tr F0Vi is minimal.
1.2. Formulation of the Problem
Note that since
E( y$Ay)=;$X$AX;+ :
r
i=1
_2i tr AVi ,
hence for a given F a quadratic form y$Ay is an unbiased estimator for
#=;$F;+ri=1 fi_
2
i iff the following conditions hold,
X$AX=F, (4)
tr AVi= fi , i=1, 2, ..., r. (5)
The additional assumption on nonnegativity of A is frequently in con-
tradiction with (4) and (5). In this case we say that # is not nonnegatively
estimable.
For a given q denote by Sq the Hilbert space of all real symmetric q_q
matrices with the inner product given by (A, B)=tr AB. Further let
NNDq denote the closed convex cone of nonnegative definite matrices in
Sq . Let y$Ay be any quadratic estimator for #. Then the bias of y$Ay is
bias( y$Ay)=;$(X$AX&F ) ;+ :
r
i=1
_2i (tr AV i& f i). (6)
If # is not nonnegative estimable, then (6) differs from zero for each
A # NNDn . In such a case the condition of unbiasedness my be weakened
by finding a best approximate solution of equations given by (4) and (5).
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In the problem of invariant estimation of variance components
(AX=0, F=0) Hartung [13] proposed to minimize so called ‘‘dis-
crepancy’’ ri=1 (tr AV i& f i)
2. In the problem of estimation of the function
# given by (1) we can extend this definition in the following way,
r# (A)=tr(X$AX&F )2+ :
r
i=1
(tr AVi& fi)2, (7)
and look for the minimum of (7) over A # NNDn . For the GaussMarkov
model M[ y, X;, V(_)=_2In] this problem has been considered in [7],
where the full characterization of estimators y$Ay of #=;$F;+ f_2 which
minimize r# (A)=tr(X$AX&F )2+(tr A& f )2 over A # NNDn has been
given. The characterization has been based on sufficient and complete
statistics. In the paper we extend the considerations to the mixed model
with several variance components.
Definition 1.1. A quadratic form y$A0 y is said to be a nonnegative
minimum biased (NNMB) estimator of a parametric function
#(;, _)=;$F;+ :
r
i=1
fi_2i
iff A0 solves the following optimization problem,
minimize r#=tr(X$AX&F )2+ :
r
i=1
(tr AVi& fi)2 (8)
subject to A # NNDn . (9)
Remark 1.1. Since r# is a convex function and NNDn is a closed and
convex set, hence the problem (8)(9) has a solution, although not
necessarily uniquely determined (see [13]). To overcome these incon-
veniences we can look for the solution (8)(9) with the minimal norm. This
problem will be discussed in Section 3.2.
Let us introduce a linear operator 1 mapping Sn into Sp_Rr defined as
follows
1(A)=(X$AX, f ), (10)
where f =( f 1 , f 2 , ..., f r)$, while f i=tr AVi , i=1, 2, ..., r. Define an inner
product in Sp_Rr by (( (C, c), (D, d )))=tr CD+c$d. Using this notation
the parametric function # given by (1) can be presented as
#=(( (F, f ), (;;$, _))).
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Moreover
E( y$Ay)=((1(A), (;;$, _))) ,
and the risk r# given by (7) can be expressed as
r#=&1(A)&(F, f )&2. (11)
2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF NNMB ESTIMATORS OF #
In this section we characterize NNMB estimators for the function # given
by (1). More precisely we give a characterization of n_n matrices which
minimize r# over A # NNDn . Before we will be able to do this we have to
define the function L: Sn _Sn  R by
L(A, B)=&1(A)&(F, f )&2&tr AB. (12)
The following lemma holds true.
Lemma 2.1. There exists B0 # NNDn such that for any solution A0 of the
problem
minimize r#=&1(A)&(F, f )&2 subject to A # NNDn (13)
we have
&1(A0)&(F, f )&2= min
A # Sn
L(A, B0), (14)
and
tr A0B0=0. (15)
Proof. The proof follows along the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.1 in
[13] and is omitted. K
For further considerations it is convenient to use the adjoint operator 1*
of 1. Recall that for each A # Sn , C # Sp , and c=(c1 , ..., cr)$ # Rr
((1(A), (C, c)))=tr X$AXC+ f $c=tr A \XCX$+ :
r
i=1
ciV i+ .
Since by definition ((1(A), (C, c))) =(A, 1*(C, c)) , we find that
1*(C, c)=XCX$+ :
r
i=1
ciVi . (16)
Lemma 2.2. The gradient L(A, B0)A of L(A, B0) defined by (12) vanishes at
A0 iff the following relation holds
XX$A0XX$+XFX$+ :
r
i=1
( f i0& f i) Vi= 12 B0 , (17)
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where f i0=tr A0Vi , i=1, 2, ..., r. In terms of the operators 1 and 1* the
above condition is equivalent to
1*1(A0)&1*(F, f )= 12 B0 . (18)
Proof. Since
L(A, B0)=tr(X$AX&F )2+ f $ f &2f $ f +f $ f &tr AB0 ,
then using standard formulas for partially derivatives of trace functions (see
[23, Chap. 1, Complement 13.2]) we have

A
L(A, B0)=4XX$AX$X&2 diag XX$AXX$
&4XFX$&2 diag XFX$
+27i f i (2Vi&diag Vi)&27i fi (2V i&diag Vi)
&2B0+diag B0=0.
Here diag D denotes a diagonal matrix obtained from D by replacing all
the off-diagonal elements D by zeros. Using the fact that for A, B # Sn we
have 2A&diag A=2B&diag B iff A=B, it follows that A L(A, B0)=0 at
A=A0 iff
XX$A0X$X&XFX$+7i f iVi&7 i f iVi= 12B0
or in terms of the operators 1 and 1* iff
1*1(A0)&1*(F, f )= 12 B0 . K
The following lemma follows directly from Lemma 2.2 and from the
proof of Lemma 3.1 in [13].
Lemma 2.3. A quadratic form y$A0 y is a NNMB estimator for
#(;, _)=;$F;+ :
r
i=1
fi_2i
iff
1*1(A0)&1*(F, f ) # NNDn ,
tr A0 [1*1(A0)&1*(F, f )]=0.
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Remark 2.1. The equivalent form of the condition of Lemma 2.3 is
XX$A0 XX$&XFX$+ :
r
i=1
( f i0& fi)Vi # NNDn ,
tr A0[XX$A0XX$&XFX$+ :
r
i=1
( f i0& fi)Vi]=0.
3. NONNEGATIVE ESTIMATION AND CONVEX
PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES
3.1. Conic Optimization and Determining a NNMB Estimator of the
Parametric Function #
In this section we will present some optimization techniques for finding
any NNMB estimator of # and also for determining a NNMB estimator of
# having the minimum norm.
Let us recall that the problem of finding a NNMB estimator of # can be
formulated as the convex program (8)(9). The first term of (8) can be
rewritten in the following way,
tr(X$AX&F )2= :
ji
(tr(X$AX&F ) Eij)2
= :
ji
(tr AXEijX$&tr FEij)2,
where for i=1, ..., r and j=1, ..., i&1
Eij={ei e$i ,(eie$j +e$iej)- 2,
i=j
i{ j,
while ei denotes the i th elementary vector, i.e., the column vector with 1 in
the i th position and 0’s elsewhere. Note that the matrices Eij , i j, form an
orthonormal basis in Sn . Let us denote
Vr+i=XEiiX$, (19)
fr+i=tr FEii , (20)
for i=1, 2, ..., p, and
Vr+ p+(i&1)(i&2)2+ j=XEijX$, (21)
fr+ p+(i&1)(i&2)2+ j=tr FEij , (22)
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for i=1, ..., p, and j=1, ..., i&1. Thus we see that a matrix A0 # NNDn is
a solution of the program (8)(9) iff A0 solves the problem
minimize :
s
i=1
(tr AV i& fi)2 subject to A # NNDn , (23)
where s=r+ p( p+1)2 .
The optimization problem (23) in turn is equivalent to the following
conic optimization problem (see Appendix),
minimize z0 (24)
subject to
tr AV i+zi= f i , i=1, ..., s, (25)
A # NNDn , (26)
z0 :
s
i=1
z 2i , (27)
where zi # R, i=0, ..., s, are auxiliary variables. More precisely, A0 #
NNDn is a solution of the optimization problem (23) iff the pair (A0 , z ) #
NNDn_Rs+1 is a solution of the conic optimization problem (24)(27),
where
z =(z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , ..., z s)$,
z i= fi&tr A0Vi , i=1, ..., s,
z 0= :
s
i=1
z 2i .
The set consisting of (z0 , z1 , ..., zs)$ # Rs+1 satisfying (27) is called a second
order cone of dimension s+1 (cf. Appendix). Thus the optimization
problem (24)(27) can be viewed as a linear program with two cone con-
straints (26) and (27). Such problems can be efficiently solved using inte-
rior-point primal-dual methods implemented in packages SDPpack (cf. [1])
and SeDuMi (cf. [27]). For details concerning conic optimization
problems and methods of solving them see Appendix.
Numerical experiments carried out using the SDPpack package indicate
that the problem (24)(27) can be solved in reasonable time moderate n
(say 100) and small p (say 10). Let us recall that p=rank(X).
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3.2. Finding of the Minimum Norm NNMB Estimator of #
As it was already mentioned in the Remark 1.1, the solution of the
problem (8)(9) is not necessarily unique. Thus the problem arises how to
find its unique solution having the minimal Euclidean norm.
Let A0 be any solution of (8)(9) and let tr A0 Vi= gi , i=1, ..., s. The
matrix Amin is the unique solution of the following optimization problem,
minimize tr A2 (28)
subject to
A # NNDn , (29)
tr AVi= gi , i=1, ..., s. (30)
The above problem has been considered in [22, 24, Chap. 5.6], in the con-
text of finding a nonnegative, minimum norm quadratic estimator of a
linear combination of variance components 7si=1 g i_
2
i in the variance com-
ponents model M[ y, X;, V(_)=si=1 _
2
i Vi]. According to [24, p. 94],
there is no closed form solution of this problem in general and some
characterizations of Amin are given in Theorems 5.6.7, 5.6.8, and 5.6.9.
A close approximation of the solution of Amin can be obtained using
Theorem 5.6.10. A sequence A1 , A2 , ..., which is convergent to Amin , can
be generated by the DykstraHan cyclic projection algorithm (see [4,
pp. 4950]); however, its rate of convergence is rather slow. Thus the numeri-
cal study is necessary in order to find out when using the approximate
solution of (28)(30) presented in Theorem 5.6.10 in [24] is justified.
4. MIXED MODEL WITH TWO VARIANCE COMPONENTS
In this section we consider in details the problem of nonnegative estima-
tion of #=;$F;+ f1_21+ f2 _
2
2 with a nonnegative definite matrix F and
nonnegative scalars f1 and f2 , in the mixed linear model
M[ y, X;, V(_)=_21V1+_
2
2I]
with two variance components only. Let P=X(X$X)&1 X$ be the
orthogonal projection on R(X) and let M=I&P. For each A # Sn we have
A=A1+A2+A3+A4 , where
A1=PAP, A2=MAM, A3=PAM, A4=MAP.
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Suppose that y$Ay is unbiased estimator for #. Then the following three
conditions hold,
X$AX=F (X$AX=X$A1X), (31)
tr AV= f1 , (32)
tr A= f2 (tr A=tr A1+tr A2) (33)
As we see X$AX depends on A1 , while tr A depends on A1 and A2 , only.
Take the notations,
x1 (F )=tr A1 V=tr FPVP,
x2 (F )=tr A1=tr FP.
Then we have
E( y$Ay)=;$F;+[x1 (F )+tr A2V+tr A3 V+tr A4 V] _21
+[x2 (F )+tr A2] _22 ,
where ;$F;=E( y$A1 y). Since y$Ay is an unbiased estimator of
#=;$F;+ f1_21+ f2 _
2
2 , we see that
f1&x1 (F )=tr A2V+tr A3V+tr A4V, f2&x2 (F)=tr A2 .
In the rest of the paper we restrict our consideration to nonnegative
invariant estimators of
[ f1&x1 (F )] _21+[ f2&x2 (F )] _
2
2
being of the the form y$A2 y, i.e., to A # NNDn , for which A3=A4=0.
Let NNDn* /NNDn be subset of NNDn defined as
NNDn*=[A=A1+A2 | A1 , A2 # NNDn , PA1P=A1 , MA2M=A2].
The following lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions for non-
negative estimability of # by y$Ay with A # NNDn*.
Lemma 4.1. Let B be (n& p)_p matrix such that B$B=M and
BB$=In& p with p=rank(X). For the model M[ y, X;, V(_)=_21 V+_
2
2 I] a
function #=;$F;+ f1_21+ f2_
2
2 is nonnegatively estimable by y$Ay, with
A # NNDn* iff
f2&x2 (F )0, (34)
*min [ f2&x2 (F )] f1&x1 (F )*max [ f2&x2 (F )], (35)
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where *min and *max are the smallest and the greatest eigenvalues of BVB$,
respectively.
Proof. Suppose that y$Ay with A=A1+A2 # NND* is a nonnegative
unbiased estimator for #. Then it follows from the previous considerations
that
X$AX=X$A1 X=F,
tr A2V= f1&x1 (F )0,
tr A2= f2&x2 (F )0.
It is easy to check that
tr A2V=tr BA2B$BVB$,
and that (see [15, p. 204])
*min tr A2tr A2V*max tr A2 ,
which gives condition (35) of Lemma 4.1 Assume now that (34) and (35)
hold. Take ; $F; , where ; =(X$X)&1 X$y. We have E(; $F; )=;$F;+
x1 (F ) _21+x2 (F ) _
2
2 . It has been proved by Baksalary and Molin ska ([2])
(see also [21]) that if (34) and (35) hold, then
[ f1&x1 (F )] _21+[ f2&x2 (F )] _
2
2 (36)
is nonnegatively estimable by y$Ay with A=MAM. Let y$A y be a non-
negative and unbiased estimator of (40). Then ; $F; + y$A y is a non-
negative and unbiased estimator of #. K
Remark 4.1. Let us note that the positive eigenvalues of BVB$ are the
same as the positive eingenvalues of MVM. Moreover BVB$ is singular iff
rank(X | V)<n (rank(MVM)<n&rank(X)), which condition is satisfied in
many practical models. Thus we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1. For the model M[ y, X;, V(_)=_21V+_
2
2 I] with
rank(X | V)<n a function #=;$F;+ f1_21+ f2_
2
2 is nonnegatively estimable
by y$Ay, with A # NND* iff
0 f1&x1 (F )*max [ f2&x2 (F )],
where *max is the greatest eigenvalues of MVM$.
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For a function # which is not nonnegatively estimable we are looking for
the minimum biased quadratic estimator y$A0 y with A0 satisfying the con-
ditions of Lemma 2.3, having in this case the following form (see Remark
2.1),
XX$A0X$X&XFX$+( f 10& f1) V+( f 20& f2) In # NNDn , (37)
tr A0 (XX$A0XX$&XFX$)+( f 10& f1) f 10+( f 20& f2) f 20=0. (38)
Remark 4.2. From definitions of # and r# given in Section 1 and also
from Definition 1.1 it follows that if # is not nonnegatively estimable and
if y$A0 y is its NNMB estimator, then
E( y$A0 y)=((1(A0), (;$;, _))),
where 1(A0) is the unique projection of (F, f ) on the convex cone
C/NNDp_R2, defined by inequalities presented in Corollary 4.1.
In Section 4.1 a one-way classification random model is considered,
where we apply the above considerations to get in an explicit form NNMB
estimators for some functions which are not nonnegatively estimable.
4.1. Applications to the One-Way Random Model
As a particular case of the model M[ y, X;, V(_)=_21V+_
2
2 In] let us
consider the one-way balanced random model with t cells and with \
observations in each cell. Thus n=t\ is the total number of observations,
; is a scalar, and
X=1n , V=It 1\1$\ .
X$X=n, M=I&
1
n
1n1$n , X$VX=\n,
(X$X)&1 X$VX(X$X)&1=
\
n
.
We are interested in nonnegative quadratic estimation of
#=F;2+ f1_21+ f2 _
2
2 .
In this case F is a scalar and we have
x1 (F )=
F\
n
, x2 (F )=
F
n
.
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Since *min=0, *max=\, hence Corollary 4.1 leads to the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.2. In the one-way balanced random model with t cells and
with \ observations in each cell the function F;2+ f1_21+ f2_
2
2 is non-
negatively estimable iff
0tf1nf2 .
To look for a nonnegative definite estimator for # we proceed as follows.
First note that with V=It 1\1$p the space E=sp[1\1$p , V, In] forms a
3-dimensional commutative quadratic subspace in Sn , i.e. A # E implies
A2 # E and A, B # E implies AB=BA (see, e.g., [25]). An orthogonal basis
for E is
S0=
1
n
1n1$n ,
S1=
1
\
It 1\1$p &
1
n
1n1$n ,
S2=In&
1
\
It 1\1$p .
As y$S0 y, y$S1 y, y$S2 y are complete and sufficient statistics for the one
way random model (cf. [9]), we can restrict ourselves to considering
estimators having the form y$A0 y, where A0=2i=0 aiS i , ai # R.
It is easy to check that for such A0 # NNDn the conditions (15) and (16)
have the forms
(na0&F ) 1n1$n +( f 10& f1) V+( f 20& f2) In # NNDn , (39)
na0 (na0&F )+( f 10& f1) f 10+( f 20& f2) f 20=0, (40)
where
f 10=a0\+a1 \(t&1),
f 20=a0+a1 (t&1)+a2 (n&t).
Since 1n 1$n , V, and In dually commute, they have a common set of eigen-
vectors, corresponding to the positive eigenvalues n, \, and 1, with the mul-
tiplicities 1, t, and n, respectively. Moreover 1n1$n and V have the common
zero eigenvalue with the multiplicities n&1 and n&t, respectively. Using
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that fact, and additionally that R(1n1$n )/R(V)/R(In), we can present
(39) and (40) in the following equivalent form,
n(na0&F )+\( f 10& f1)+( f 20& f2)0,
\( f 10& f1)+( f 20& f2)0,
f 20& f20,
na0 (na0&F )+( f 10& f1) f 10+( f 20& f2) f 20=0.
The problem of NNMB estimation for # reduces to standard problem of
finding roots of quadratic function with respect to a0 , a1 , a2 under some
linear restrictions. Let us note that this problem has always solution (see
Remark 4.2), and that the solution is uniquely given, since y$A0 y is a func-
tion of minimal and sufficient statistics y$S0 y, y$S1 , y$S2 y. It is in fact a
solution with the minimal norm among all of A # NNDn*, for which y$Ay
is a NNMB estimator for #.
As a particular cases we consider two functions #1=;2 and #2=_21 . It
follows from Corollary 4.2, that both of them are not nonnegative
estimable. Putting in the first case F=1, f1=0, f2=0, :0=n(n2+\2+1),
:1=:2=0 and in the second one F=0, f1=1, f2=0, :0=0,
:1=\(t&1)(\2&1), :2=0 we find the following formulas for NNMB
estimators ; 2 and _^21 :
; 2=
n2
n2+\2+1
y 2.. ,
_^21=
t\2
(t&1)(\2+1) \
1
t
7i y 2i.& y
2
..+ .
Here y ..= 1n 7 i7j yij , y
2
i.=
1
\7j yij , while yij is the j th observations in the
ith group, i=1, ..., t, j=1, ..., \. The expectations of ; 2 and _^21 are, respec-
tively,
E(; 2)=
n2
n2+\2+1 \;2+
1
t
_21+
1
n
_22+ ,
E(_^21)=
\2
\2+1 \_21+
1
\
_22+ .
It is interesting to note that E(; 2) tends to ;2 iff t tends to infinity, while
E(_^21) tends to _^
2
1 iff \ tends to infinity.
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APPENDIX: CONIC OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
Given a real, d-dimensional Euclidean space E with an inner product
( } , }) , a surjective linear operator B: E  Rm, a closed convex cone KE,
and two fixed elements c # E and b # Rm, we consider the following conic
optimization problem:
inf
x # K
(c, x) subject to Bx=b. (A.1)
If E=Rk, the space of k-dimensional vectors with the standard inner
product (x, z) =x1z1+ } } } +xk zk , and K=Rk+ is the nonnegative
orthant (i.e., the cone of vectors with positive entries) the problem (A.1)
reduces to a linear programming problem.
When E=Rk+1, with the inner product (x, z)=x0z0+x1z1+ } } } +
xk zk , and K=Qk+=[(x0 , x1 , ..., xk)$ # E | x0- 7ki=1 x 2i ], (the Lorentz
or second order cone), (A.1) becomes a second order cone programming
problem (see [14]).
If E=Sq , the space of real symmetric matrices equipped with the trace
inner product, and K=NNDq we get a semidefinite programming problem
(see [29]).
All three cones mentioned above are symmetric, i.e., homogenous and
self-dual (see [3, Chap. I, 17, p. 2]). It can be shown that all symmetric
cones over R are isomorphic with these cones or a direct product thereof
(see [17, Theorem 1.5.1]).
Now we come back to the optimization problem (27)(30) correspond-
ing to the problem of finding a NNMB estimator of #(;, _). Let us consider
the case when
E=Sn _Rs+1
and
K=NNDn _Qs+ .
Let us take in (A.1):
c=(0, (1, 0, ..., 0)$),
B : (Z, (z0 , z1 , ..., zs))  (tr ZV1+z1 , tr ZV2+z2 , ..., tr ZVs+zs),
b= f,
where 0 is an n_n matrix of zeros and Vi , i=1, ..., s and f =( f1 , ..., fs)$ are
the same as in (1) and (19)(22). Thus we have shown that the optimization
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program (24)(27) can be presented as a conic optimization program, i.e.
optimization problem having the form (A.1).
Conic optimization problems can be efficiently solved using the so called
primal-dual path-following interior point methods. The theoretical founda-
tions of these methods are presented in [1820]. Interior-point algorithms
for solving conic optimization problems can be found in packages SeDuMi
(see [27]) and SDPpack (see [1, 12]).
It can be shown that a given conic optimization problem can be
efficiently solved by the algorithm implemented in SDPpack iff this
problem satisfies the so-called Slater condition (cf. [12; 17, p. 3]).
Remembering that we have assumed that Vr=In it can be shown that
the problem (24)(27) satisfies the Slater condition.
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